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I spent a full day last Thursday going over the two boxes of materials that CIA has collected in response to CIA 

Request #1, in conjunction with a copy of the list that Michelle put together of things missing from the 

response. (By the way, shouldn't there be a copy of this list in our files somewhere? I used HRG's copy.) I 

checked Michelle's list against the collection and, with a few minor exceptions noted below, agreed with her 

findings. I also tried to make some sense of the material that CIA did supply. Overall, I found that CIA 

responded to this request by drawing largely upon three sources of information: routing and reference lists for 

DDP, Agency-wide notices, and Headquarters Regulations. The latter two sources included materials through 

the 1970s, while the DDP lists covered the years 1958-67. I found little in the collection that I would consider 

an assassination record. Those few items (marked with post-its) that potentially fall into this category include a 

list of CIA personnel who served as liaison with the Warren Commission, HSCA, and other investigative bodies; 

an organization chart for JMWAVE, and DDP's routing and reference list for October 1963 (February 1964 

might also be of interest). I also marked mission statements and organization charts of certain offices and 

directorates in which you, in CIA-1, had expressed an interest (IG, OGC, OLC, NPIC, OO, DI, DDR, DDP and 

Domestic Contact Service). Some of these are for scattered years, and there was only one organizational chart 

(1979) for the OGC.Much of the material collected in response to CIA-1 is outdated and potentially releasable, 

whether or not it is assassination-related, but Barry cautions that even though the DA has indicated 

willingness to release its records here, it would probably be a difficult and lengthy process to coordinate the 

remaining materials for release. You might wish to sound him out further on this subject.Please note that 

DDP's routing and reference listings are not organizational charts per se. They give office names/symbols and 

office breakdowns, along with phone and room numbers (long outdated, but possibly useful for tracking 

routing sheets in CIA's JFK papers and Oswald file). The only organizational charts for DDP that I could find in 

this collection are for the years 1957 and 1958.In addition to requesting further organizational charts for DDP, 

especially for the early 1960s, I would suggest asking whether the DCD was ever known as the Domestic 

Contact Service or the Domestic Operations Division. There are references to both in these materials--

Domestic Operations Division for 1962-68 and Domestic Contact Service for 1966-67. My guess is that DCD 

was once the Domestic Contact Service and that the Domestic Operations Division was something else, but it 

might be worth checking. Also, although CIA supplied no charts for entities responsible for liaison with the FBI, 

I would assume that the references to "liaison" under "CI" in the DDP routing and reference lists would include 

this activity. It might be worth while requesting something more specific.
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